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The paper concerns the bilinear stochastic models generated by Gaussian white noise processes. The 
bilinear process is considered as a stationary series of 8z-functionals of a Gaussian white noise series. 
The Wiener-It0 spectral representation is used to derive the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
second and fourth order stationarity. It is shown that the spectrum characterizes only the linear part of 
the process. The exact form of the bispectrum points to the bilinear properties. 
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1. Introduction 
The spectrum, i.e., the second order moments, totally describes the statistical proper- 
ties of a Gaussian stationary stochastic process. If the stationary process is not 
Gaussian then it is necessary to investigate its higher order spectrum and/or higher 
order moments, Brillinger (1989). One of the most intensively used model in time 
series analysis for non-Gaussian series, is the bilinear one. There are sufficient 
conditions derived by time domain for strictly stationarity of a bilinear model, see 
Quinn (1982), M.B. Rao et al. (1983), Liu and Brockwell (1988). A necessary and 
sufficient condition for the second order stationarity was given by Hannan (1982) 
in a very specific case. In this paper we are using frequency domain methods as in 
earlier papers Terdik (1985), Terdik and Subba Rao (1989). The bilinear models 
generated by Gaussian white noise processes can be given by their transfer function 
system. The number of nonzero transfer functions points on the Hermite degree of 
the model, Terdik (1989). As the covariance structure is the same as a non-Gaussian 
linear model the most interesting case is the bilinear model with infinite Hermite 
degree. 
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The models we will deal with have single input w, and single output y, (scalar 
noise - scalar observation). The noise process w,, t E 72 = (0, kl, *2,. . .> is supposed 
to be white and Gaussian, Ew, = 0, Ew: = u2. The general lower triangular bilinear 
model is defined by the following difference equation, 
YZ = i (YkYr-k+ i Pkwtpk’ i Yj+k,kyl-j-kWlpk +s, 
k=l k=O j,k=l 
(1.1) 
where PO = 1 and 6 is a constant keeping the expectation of y, zero. The assumption 
of lower triangularity is technical otherwise it is difficult to handle the product 
terms, like ytW,-k, k > 0, because of the nonlinear dependence between y, and w,_k. 
The equation (1.1) can easily be transformed into the state space form, see Mohler 
(1988), 
where the state process 2, is vector valued and A, D, bo, b, , e, and c are appropriate 
matrices and vectors. This representation is different from the bilinear Markovian 
representation given by Pham (1985) and easier to handle. If one takes X, = 2, - bow, 
as a new state variable then the following bilinear state space model will be obtained 
with some constant vectors b,, b2 and scalar d, 
X,=AX,_,+DX,_,w,_,+b,w,_,+b,(w;_,-a’), 
y, = c’X, + dw,. 
(1.2) 
The model (1.2) has some advantages, the state variable X, does not depend on w,, 
EX, = 0, and it is more general then the lower triangular equation (1.1). The 
disadvantage is that there is a second order Hermite polynomial H2( w,_r) = w:_, - a2 
on the right-hand side. The nth order Hermite polynomial of w, will be denoted by 
H,( w,). We consider the bilinear model given in the form (1.2) because of some 
technical reasons. The results of this paper are valid not only for lower triangular 
bilinear models but for a slightly different version of it as well, namely for 
P 4 I7 
YI = c akyt-k+ c PkWtpk+ 1 ?j+k,kYI-,-kW~~k-L, 
k=l k=O j,k=l 
(1.3) 
where La 1 is a fixed integer. A special case of (1.3) was considered by Liu (1989), 
and also Terdik (1985) Example 5. Moreover, our method allows us to put any 
finite degree polynomial of the noise series into the model, say a polynomial PT of 
order T of variables wt, w,_,,. ._, w,_~, K>O, i.e., 
Yr = i QkYr-k+ ? PkWlpk+ i Yj+k,kYr-jpkWtmk 
k=l k=O ,,k=l 
+ PAW,, w,-1, . . . , w,-K). 
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2. Second order properties 
We consider, briefly, the second order properties of the model (1.2). The methods 
used here are easy generalizations of the ones given in the paper by Terdik and 
Subba Rao (1989). Assume the second order stationarity and strictly physically 
realizability of the state process X,. This latest means that X, depends only on the 
past of w, and the shift transformation of w, is also the shift transformation for X,. 
Put X, into the Wiener-It0 spectral representation 
here 53 = [-n, ~1, w(r) = (w,, w2, . . . , 0,) E gr, h,,, = ~~=, wk and W(dw(,,) is the 
r-multiple product of the Gaussian stochastic spectral measure W(do) which is 
connected to the white noise w, by the spectral representation 
i 
Tr 
w, = ei”” W(dw). 
--71 
Note that these assumptions imply the strict stationarity of X,. The properties of 
X, are equivalent to the properties of y, = c’X, if the vector c is arbitrary. Particularly, 
if y, is given as a stationary solution of the equation (1.1) then the construction 
used to obtain the state space equation (1.2) gives stationary state X,. It follows 
from the state equation (1.2) that X,+, and w,-~ are independent. Therefore, the 
transfer function system {fr} for X, is given by the following recursion formulae: 
fo = 0, 
f,(ol) = [I eiwl-Al-lb,, 
fi(q2J = [I e i”“(z)-A]-‘[DS,(w,)+b,], 
(2.1) 
fr(wcr,) = [I eizw(,l -A]-‘Df,_,(w,,_,,), r> 2. 
We are assuming that the spectral radius of A is less than 1, i.e., p(A) < 1. Looking 
at this transfer function system it is clear that the state space model is more general 
than the original scalar one, in the sense that the degree of the bilinear model (l.l), 
i.e., the number of the nonzero transfer functions, is one in the linear case and 
infinite otherwise. The state space model (1.2) can easily produce polynomial models 
of finite Hermite degree, see Terdik (1989). We are dealing with the most general 
case, the bilinear model with infinite degree. It is easy to see that for r > 2, 
(2.2) 
where 0 denotes the tensor product, Aa = A, 
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and sym fr is the symmetrized version of the fr, i.e., 
where P, denotes the group of permutations for the numbers 1, 2,. . . , r. In case 
b2 = 0 one can easily prove that the symf, is the sum of orthogonal functions, i.e., 
f,(P,% ) and fr( P2wC,)) are orthogonal if the permutations P, and Pz are different. 
The consideration is that the general term in the Fourier expansion of the transfer 
function 5 having nonzero coefficients is exp( -i[ k, w, + k2wZ +. . . + k,w,]) where 
k,>k,>..’ > k,. The argument for the recursion (2.2) is same as the proof of 
Lemma 4.1 below. 
The variance of the state variables is given by 
This and the recursion formula (2.2) gives the necessary and sufficient condition 
for the second order stationarity of the state X,, that is 
p[{Z -A’2}-1~2D02] < 1, 
which is equivalent to 
p[A”+ a2DB2] < 1, 
see Terdik and Ispany (1991). 
The explicit formula for the variance is seen to be 
EX$2=[Z_A~2-a2D02]~1[b~+2a2b~]a2. 
The covariance structure for X, is 
EX,+,OX, = 
(IOA)“EX~, s=O, 1,2,. . . , 
(AOZ)-“EXP, s = 0, -1, -2,. . . , 
and the spectral density for X, is 
~,(W)=~[Ze”.‘-A@Z]-‘[Ze-i”-Z@A]-’[Z-A’2]EX~, 
or equivalently 
p,(w)=~[(Zeiw-A)~‘@(Ze~i”-A)~‘][Z-A’2]EX~2. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Note that Z denotes the identity matrix with appropriate dimension. We are using 
vector form for the covariance and the spectrum of a vector valued series instead 
of the usual matrix form. This does not mean major differences because the vectors 
have the same components as the corresponding matrices. A very important fact is 
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that the poles of the spectrum do not depend on the bilinear part of the process 
X,. This is the case for the spectrum of the observation y, as well. First, look at the 
covariance function of y, 
EY,+~Y, = c’@*EXrtkC3X, + c’dEXtckw, 
+ c’dEX,w,+k + d2a2&zo 
=C “2[(Z@A)“Gk>o+(A@Z)-k6k<,]EX~ 
+ c’dA’k’-‘a2b,6,k,,,+ d2u26k=o. 
The Fourier transform of this gives the spectral density of y,, i.e., 
d*a* 
p,(w) = c’Tp,(w)+- 
27l 
+Lc’d~2(Zcosw-A)(Zei”-A)~‘(Ze~i” -A)-‘&. 
Tr 
An easy consequence of this is that there is no difference between a non-Gaussian 
linear process and a bilinear one based on the second order statistics. 
3. The quadratic process 
We have seen that the second order moments are not enough to identify a bilinear 
stationary process so we must consider the higher order moments. First, we are 
going to investigate the marginal third order moments EXYOX,,,. If the state 
process X, is a second order stationary solution of the equation (1.2) then it is 
strictly stationary and the existence of the fourth order moments allows us to use 
the Wiener-It0 spectral representation for the quadratic process Q, defined by 
Q, = Xy. Consider 
where q. = EXY. 
Now, we are able to get the transfer functions qr for the process Q, in the same 
way as we have done for fr in the previous section. Take the tensor product of both 
sides of equation (1.2). Thus 
+ FlJ(X,F,)+ F,(X,F,)w,F, + F2C-L,)fG(w,-,) 
+ 6(X,-,)ff,(w,-1) + P(wr-,), (3.1) 
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where 
F,(X,_,) = D@ZX,_,Ob,+ZODb,OX,_,, 
The tensor product has priority to the other matrix operation in the above formulae. 
Equation (3.1) for the quadratic process Q, is no longer bilinear. It is expressed in 
terms of X,, Q, and w,. To get the transfer functions of Q, we use the same method 
as earlier and the transfer functions of X, given by (2.1). By taking the expectation 
of both sides of (3.1) we obtain the expression (2.4) again for the variance of X,. 
We put the kth order Hermite polynomials Hk of w, into the form of equation (3.1) 
for two reasons. The spectral representation of Hk is, see Terdik (1988) for example, 
Hdw,) = e i’=wc,l W(dw,,,), 
and the independence of X,-r and w,-i makes it easy to obtain the formula 
X,_,H,(w,_,) = f 
r=l I g’+A 
ei’r-l’=w(,+l)fr(W~,)) W(dWC,+k)), 
which is not at all evident looking at the diagram formula for multiple Wiener-It0 
integrals, see Major (1981, Theorem 5.3, p.42). The difference equation (3.1) for 
Q, contains the bilinear coefficient of X, as the coefficient of the linear part in Q, 
which is a very important fact. We are now in a position to consider the transfer 
function system for Q,. Denote 
a(o) = [I eiw _ ,402 _ a2j,02]-1 and D2 = D@A+AO D. (3.2) 
Note that the matrix a(w) is well defined because of the second order stationarity 
of X,, see (2.3). The proof of the next theorem is straightforward. 
Theorem 3.1. Zf the fourth order moments for the second order stationary solution X, 
of the state space equation (1.2) exists, then the transfer function system for the 
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quadratic process Q, = X? is given by the following formulae 
9” = EX? 1 
q,(w) = sZ(w,)[&qo+ F,(f,(w,))+2a2(b,0b,+b20b,)l, 
q2(q2,) = ~(~:0(2,)[~291(~d + DS290f af2(~~2d 
+ F,(fl(m,)) + by+4a2by], 
93(q3J = ~(-&,J [ D,q,(q,,) + @%(4 
(3.3) 
+ i E;(f3-j(W~3-,)))+(61ObZ+b20bl) , 
j=O I 
+ l? F, (.L-j(wc4-j))) +b?’ 3 
;=o 1 
for the case r 2 4 the construction of qT is given by the recursion formula 
+ i: F,(f,-,(w(r-j))) . 0 
,=O 1 
We are interested in obtaining conditions for EQy<oo and not in determining 
the exact expressions for the fourth order moments. This would be possible but 
would require a lot of and quite elementary algebra. 
4. The existence of the fourth order moments 
Let us suppose that the transfer function system {qr} of Q, is defined by the formulae 
(3.3). The existence of the fourth order moment for X, is equivalent to the conver- 
gence of the series 
,;O II 4r II 902Y 
where we recall that 
(4.1) 
It is evident that need only consider the cases r > 4, i.e., when the recursive formula 
is valid. 
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Lemma 4.1. The crossnormsquare 1) ql]l n02 of the transfer functions qr, r > 4, can be 
reduced to the form 
II 41 II 
~~2=(~_[A~2~_~2~~~]02}~~[~2~~~~~~,_,ll^~2+~4~~4~l~~~~l~“~2] 
+ G(f; 9) + G(f ), (4.3) 
where G,(f, q) and G,(f) represent a series of vectors containing the sum of the 
diflerent cross products depending only on the transfer functions fr_j, qrPk and L_j, 
j = 0, 1 and k = 1, 2 respectively. 
Proof. Define the crossproduct of the r-variable functions g and f as r! times the 
integral over 9’ of the tensorproduct of the symmetrized version of g and f and 
denote it by (g, f )r”, i.e., 
Now separate the orthogonal functions, in the sense that their crossproducts are 
zero, into groups 
The orthogonality here can be proved by the fact that neither Q, nor X, depends 
on w,, I.e., 
5 
r9L(wC,~) dmk = 
5 
%(w& dWk = 0, k = L2, . . , r, 
9 
moreover put w,, w2,. . . , w,_, , EWE,, as new variables and integrate by the variable 
w,_, to get the desired result. We have that 
llqrll n@2 = lIJeD2qr-, + I” + mL,wo2 
+ lIdP”*qr-2+ F2w2)+ m.L3HIl”02 
+ II d~3(f,-d II ns2. 
The recursion formula (4.3) follows directly from the equation 
II &QPj II n@2 = a2’{Z -[AB2+ (T~O~~]~~}-‘~~~,_,)~“~~, j = 1,2. 0 
Theorem 4.1. Zf the state process X, is a second order stationary solution of the state 
space equation (1.2), then the necessary and su#icient condition for the existence of 
its fourth order moments is that the spectral radius 
,o{[A@‘+ 02D’2]02+ 02Dy+ 04D04} < 1. (4.4) 
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Proof. First of all we have to consider the term G,(J; q) involved to the recursion 
formula (4.3). For example, take the crossproduct 
(dF”(“C), d&q,-X8= G~,(fr--l, q1-,)~~,+G,,,(b,Of,~,, sr-J:-% 
where 
and the matrix Goz2 can be given similarly as well. It is seen now that the vector 
G,(f; q) depends on the crossproducts of type 
(Lob, q,):~=a2{I-AOZO[A”+a2D~2]}~’ 
x (~o~o~2)(L-,o~, s-x3 
(4.5) 
Note that the entries of the vector (A 0 b, qs):’ are the same as those of the vector 
(bOf,> 4.X@ so that both series of entries are convergent at the same time. This is 
why the necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of the series 
(4.6) 
is that the spetctral radius 
Now, let us start the proof of the theorem with assuming the existence of the fourth 
order moments, i.e., the series 
converges and, it follows from the Lemma 4.1, the convergence of the series 
(4.7) 
as well. The convergence of both series above and the Lemma 4.1 gives that all the 
roots of the characteristic polynomial 
(4.8) 
are less than 1 in absolute value. Lemma A.2 can be used to show that (4.4) follows 
from this assumption. 
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To prove the sufficiency of the assumption (4.4) use the result of Lemma A.1 and 
the necessary and sufficient assumption (2.3) for the second order stationarity so that 
~{u~{~-A~I~[A~~+~~D~~]}-‘(D~I~D~)}<~. 
This means that the series (4.7) converges. The convergence of (4.1) follows from 
the Lemma 4.1 and (4.4) by Lemma A.2. 0 
5. The marginal bispectrum 
In this section we suppose that the fourth order moments for the state process X, 
exist, so the quadratic process Q, is given by the Wiener-It0 spectral representation 
with transfer functions defined in (3.3). Denote d,(o) = (I eiw -A)-’ similarly to 
the notation (3.2). 
First consider the third order moments for the state process X,. 
E[X::., - EX$]OX, 
= E[Q,+, - EQ,+,l@x, 
where the vectors Ki, i = 1, 2, 3, are constant vectors. The marginal bispectrum for 
the state process X, is given, up to some constant vectors K;, by 
w,(w)=~[~(w)~~,(-w)[K,+{~~,(~)}~rK,+I%I{~l,(w)JK,II. 
The marginal bispectrum for the observation y, can be easily determined from 
the third order moments, 
E[ JI;+,~ - Ey;+,]y, = crs3EXf!!,@X, + SF>O~‘@2EX~!~dw, 
-t&C” c’X,d2w:+, 
The Fourier transform of these marginal moments is 
!$,(w) = c ‘““Px(~)+;[dc”2q,(~)+d2c’g,(-~)], 
where 
gl(w) = cr2[I eiw -A]-‘&. 
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6. The shifted lower triangular case 
In this section a lower triangular bilinear model shifted up by a constant L, i.e., 
(1.3) will be considered. One can transform the model of this kind (La 1 fixed), 
into the state space form 
X,=AX,_,+DX,~,~,_~+b~w,+b,w,~,+6e,, 
y, = C’X,. 
First consider XI” = X, - bow, - b, w,_, so that 
X~‘)=AX)I),+DX~~),W,~~+P~(W,~,,W,~~, w,_J, 
y, = C’X !‘)+p,(w, WI), 
where P2 is a second degree polynomial with vector valued coefficients and p, is a 
polynomial of degree 1. Now change the state process by considering Xy’= 
Xl?, - P2(w,-, , w,-~, w,_J, and therefore 
X~2’=AX~Z),+DXj2)lw,~L+P~(w,~2, w,m3, w,pL, w~-~-,), 
y, = C’X j2’ + P*(Wt, WC-1 3 Wrp2, WI-L). 
After L steps in succession the state space representation has the form 
XjL’=AXIf)l+DXjL)I~,-L+PL+,(~,~L, WI-L-I, . . . , WlhZLil , 1 
yt = C’XIL’ +PL(Wt, wr-1,. . . , W,-zrt,), 
where the degree of polynomials PL+, and p L is L+ 1 and L respectively. The 
polynomials PL+, and pL can be put into the spectral representation with the help 
of the Hermit polynomials. Note that, for example, Xi?‘, does not depend on w,_~ 
and consider the Wiener-It0 spectral representation of the state process. The 
polynomial PL+, influences the transfer functions only up to the order L-t 1. If 
Y> L+ 1 then the transfer functions of XjL’ are given by the following recursion 
formula 
A consequence of this is that the necessary and sufficient condition for second and 
fourth order stationarity is the same as that in the bilinear process (1.2). The marginal 
bispectrum of the process yjL’ can be expressed in the same way as it was described 
in Section 5 having the same properties concerning to the poles of it as well. 
Appendix 
Lemma A.l. Let us suppose that the matrices E, F, G, HER”“” and that p(E) < 1, 
p(F)< 1. Then 
p[(I-EOF)-‘GOH] 
(A.1) 
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Proof. The spectral radius of the matrix (I - E 0 F)-‘GO H is given by the spectral 
radius formula 
jma II[(Z-EOF)-‘GOH]NII1’N =p[(Z-E@F)-‘GOH]. 
Denote Vet T the m2-dimensional vector of the entries of an m x m matrix T and 
let 2) E R”” such that ]]u112 = 1 and put into the form v = lJ,@ U, Vet S, where S is 
the diagonal matrix of the singular values of the matrix V defined by the equation 
v = Vet V and U, , U, are orthogonal matrices, see Gantmacher (1959, Chapter IX, 
Theorem 9). The entries of S are nonnegative and the sum of its main diagonal is 
1, i.e., sp S’= 1. Now, the method we used in Terdik and Ispany (1991) can be 
followed to get the following (and also (A.2) below) inequality 
Iv’[(Z-E@F)~‘GOH]~UI 
~~{v;[(Z-E@~)~‘G~~]~V,+V;[(Z-F~~)-’Z~~~]~V~} 
~max{v~[(Z-E@2))‘G’2]N~,, v~[(Z-F@~)~‘EZ~~]~V~}, 
where v, = U,O U, Vet S, v2 = U20 U, Vet S and II v, II2 = /I v2112 = 1. The inequality 
(A.l) follows from the spectral radius formula. 0 
Let us denote the matrix A”‘+ u2 Do2 by V,. Note that it follows from the condition 
of the second order stationarity (2.3) that p( V,) < 1. Moreover, let 
(I-_ V3’cT2Dy (I_ ~:2)-‘~4~84 
Z 0 1 
and 
Lemma A.2. The following two assumptions are equivalent: 
(1) P(M4)< 1, 
(2) P(V4) < 1. 
Proof. First consider 
det (IA - V,) =det (IA - Vy) det [Z(ZA - V~)m’(a2D~2+(r4D04)] 
=det (ZA - Vy) det [Zz’-(IA - V~“)~‘(~ZD~~+~~D~~)]~=~. 
To obtain p( V,) < 1 it is enough to show that if (A] > 1 then p(M,(A)) < 1, where 
MdA > = 
(IA - V~)p1a2D~2 (ZA _ Vf2)-‘a4D@4 
1 0 I* 
We used the singular decomposition for a vector in the proof of the previous lemma. 
Now we will consider a slightly more complicated situation. Let 
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where Mjk, j, k = 1,2, are the m2 x m2 blocks of M,(h) and v,, v2 E R”“. The singular 
decomposition gives that 
II,= ~,,OU,,VecS,, j= 1,2, and Ilv;, t~~~~~=sp$+spS~. 
The inequality 
IKN(u,, ~2,W4[l~N(74, v:, 1)l+lK%:, v:, 1111 (A.21 
holds for every N 2 1 and IA I > 1, where 
21; = U,, 0 LJji Vet S,, i,j=l,2. 
Let 114, vSII’= 1, by the spectral formula we have that p( M4(A)) < 1, which is what 
we wanted to show. 
One can prove that (1) follows from (2) by using 
det (IA - V,) = (-A)“’ det (I - VF’) 
xdet [I-(1- V~)-‘{(a2/A)D~‘+(a4/A)D04] 
and using the same argument as in the proof of the first part. 0 
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